Chapter - I : Introduction

Definition and General Characteristics - Scope of Study -
Plan of Work - Contents of different Chapters in brief. 1-16

Chapter - II. The Pioneers - The Literature of Travel about Asia up to 1920.

General Features:
(a) Books about Arabia, Persia and Central Asian Lands.
(b) Books about India and Tibet:
   (10) Sidney Low (11) Ian Malcolm (12) Henry Savage Landor
(c) Books about Asia as a whole, China and Japan.

Chapter - III : The Rich Harvest, The Modern Literature of Travel about Asia from 1920 to 1940.

General Features:
(a) Books about Arabia, Persia and Central Asia.
   (21) T. E. Lawrence (22) Bertram Thomas (23) H. S. J. B. Philby
b. Books about India and Tibet:

(26) E. M. Forster (27) Constance Sitwell (28) Yeats -
(32) Earl of Ronaldshay (33) Sir Walter Roper Lawrence
(34) George Dunbar (35) R.C.S. Schonberg (36) Lowell Thomas
(37) F. Spencer Chapman.

c. Books about China, Indo-China and Japan:

(38) Miss A.S. Roe (39) Somerset Maugham (40) Peter Fleming
(41) W.H. Ashen and Christopher Isherwood. 67 to 128

CHAPTER IV: Contemporary Tendencies: The Modern Literature
of Travel about Asia since 1940.

General Features:

a. Books about Arabia, Persia and Asia as a whole:

(42) H.V. Morton (43) Wilfred Thesiger (44) Julian Huxley
(45) Arnold J. Toynbee (46) Jean Bowie Shor (47) Stephen
Spencer.

b. Books about India and Tibet:

(48) Mrs. Bourke White (49) Sir Henry Sharp (50) William C.
Douglas (51) Lowell Thomas J.R. (52) Theos Bernard (53) John
Masters.

c. Books about China and Japan:

(54) Robert Payne 129 to 152

CHAPTER V: From the Old to the New: The modern Literature
of Travel About Europe and U.S.A. upto 1920.

General Features:

a. Three Great Influences:

(55) R.L. Stevenson (56) Thoreau (57) Mark Twain
CHAPTER VI: Full Blossoming: The modern Literature of Travel about Europe and U.S.A. between 1920 and 1940.

a. The Giants:
(69) D.H. Lawrence (70) Stephen Leacock (71) G.K. Chesterton (72) Theodore Dreiser (73) Walter Starkie (74) Rebecca West (75) Somerset Maugham (76) Ernest Hemingway (77) George Orwell (78) J.B. Priestley (79) H.V. Morton,

b. For the Love of England:

c. Some Books of Mediocre Merit:

CHAPTER VII: The Contemporary Situation - The modern Literature of Travel about Europe and U.S.A. Since 1940.

General Features:
a. Some books about Greece and the Ancient Lands:

(93) Henry Miller (94) Robert Liddell (95) Mrs Dilys Powell
(96) Emily Kimborough (97) Compton Mackenzie (98) L.G. Pine

b. Some books about U.S.A.

99. Douglas Reed (100) Rom Landau (101) Edwin Way Teale
(102) Louise Dickinson Rich

c. Some Other books of Little Merit:

(103) Vivian Rowe (104) Tudor Edwards - (105) Jasper More
(106) Nirad C. Chaudhari (107) Osbert Sitwell (108) Clifford
King (109) Denis Johnston

275 to 290

CHAPTER: VIII: The Modern Literature of Travel about Seas -
and Islands.

General Introduction:

a. The beginners

Cooper, Marryat (110) Henry Dana.

b. Writers of imagination and symbolism

(111) Herman Melville (112) Joseph Conrad

c. Romantic Travellers

(113) R.L. Stevenson (114) Rupert Brooke (115) Frederick
O'Brien (116) Somerset Maugham

d. The Primitive Writers

(117) Jack London

e. Modern Writers:

(118) James Norman Hall (119) James Elshner

291 to 330
Chapter IX. The Modern Literature of travel about Latin America.

General features:
(120) Sir James Bryce (121) Casper Whitney (122) Theodore Roosevelt 
(123) W.H. Hudson (124) Stephen Graham (125) Aldous Huxley 
(126) Evelyn Waugh (127) Graham Greene (128) Peter Fleming 
(129) Negley Farson (130) E. Lucas Bridges (131) Leonard Clark 
(132) Nicholas Guppy.

331 to 358.

Chapter X. The Modern Literature of travel about Africa,

a. Some important books of travel upto 1920.

General features: (133) Mungo Park (134) Sir Henry Morton Stanley 
(135) Henrietta Wylie Kingsley (136) A. St.H.Gibbons (137) Captain Stigand (138) Hamilton Fyfe (139) Francis Brett Young.

b. Literature of travel about Africa between 1920 and 1940.


c. Literature of travel about Africa since 1940.

General features: (148) T.B.Kennedy Shaw (149) Sir Francis Glynand 
(150) Ritchie Calder (151) Gerald M. Durrell (152) Douglas Reed 
(153) David Buxton (154) Geoffrey Gorer (155) Pearce Gervis 
(156) Alan Houghton Brodick (157) Fl Spencer Chapman (158) Ada Cherry Kearton (159) Laurens Van der Post. 359 to 403

Chapter XI: (A) The Modern Literature of travel about poles and Iceland.

General features: (160) R.E.Peary (161) Fuchs and Hillary 
(162) Pierre Berton (163) Auden and MacNeice.

(B) A note on Journalism and Travel.

General features: (164) Maurice Baring (165) Maurice Hindus 
(166) Edgar Snow (167) Louis Fischer (168) William Stevenson 
(169) James Bertram (170) John Gunther. 404 to 422.
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